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NEW
iTUDENTS REMAINING AT COLLEGE MANY NEW STUDENTS ENROLLED DR. M SPEAKS AT REGULAR LEW SARETT ENTERTAINS LARGE
TORE
ENJOY MANY SPECIAL PRIVILEGES FOR 1925-26 SPRING PEER CONVOCATION EXERCISES MARCH 24 AUDIENCE WITH UNIQUE LECTURE ERECTED CORRESPONDING TO MAURY
VACATION IS HAPPY TIME FOR NINE FORMER STUDENTS RE- MAKES INTERESTING AND INSTRUCTIVE TALK ON THE SUBTURN TO CONTINUE THEIR
30TH FACULTY AND STUDENTS
JECT "WORK''
STUDIES
Unlimited Meal Cuts, Hikes, Movies,
And Trips Down Town

Thirty-three new students are enrolled for the third quarter of 1926.
Nine of these girls have formerly
Spring vacation with its extra been at H. T. C.
Louise Baker,
>rivileges was as happy an occasion Katherine, Sproul, Marion Fagge,
or those who remained at college Elizabeth Epes, and Frances Cockrill
is for those, who went away.
All have been teaching; Elsie Woodward,
tudents were allowed to go down Bessie Critzer, Hilda Burton, and
own at night in groups of three or Bettie Simmons have been staying at
n ore.
Leaving the campus for home.
valks, froing to tea rooms and restauThe other twenty four are; Pocaants were the privileges granted hiontas Megginsbn, Ethel Legwin,
iunday.
Ste'la Johnson, Marguerite Raster,
On the other days the girls took Erie Dahmer, Vatton Short, Rubye
likes to almost every place within Brown, Grace L. Rohr, Theodosia
valking distance. Movies furnished j Wills, Rosa Harrison, Annie Tomlinurther entertainment. Signing up son, Ella Cassida, Elizabeth Ailstock,
vas the only requirement for these Mildred Tyler, Ruth Vaughan, Helen
>rivil*ges and the register was well Garber, Anne Ross, Sarah May Smith,
illed.
Thelana Elizabeth Emerson, Margaret
Attendance at meals was not re- V. Witt, Isabel Menefee, Lucy Smarttired, and breakfast was not served zel, Elizabeth Knight and Margarite
intil eight o'clock. Permission Was Benedeum.
r
iven for lights until eleven.

MODERN OUT-OF-DOOR POET
PAINTS VIVIDLY REAL WORD
PICTURES

Is Head of Department of Education

SHELDON TO BE CONVERTED
INTO DORMITORY. WILL HOUSE
100 GIRLS

To Have Gymnasium And Indoor
Lew Sarett, a modern woodsman
Swimming Pool
poet, portrayed the many wonders of
The common place subject "Work" the great out-of-doors and the nature
The general progress of Harrisonwas the one chosen by Dr. Brown, of the people who live in the open burg TeacWs College is convincinghead of the Department of Educa- to an audience of'H. T. C. students ly evidenced fy the plans President
tion at Washington and Lee, to talk and Harrisonburg people Friday Duke disclosed to the student body,
about at the Convocation Exercises night, March 19, in Sheldon Hall. He Wednesday, in which he told how the
Wednesday, March 24, in Sheldon supplemented his lecture with piano Board had authorized him to apply
Hall. By his easy delivery and at- compositions, conversation character- to the legislature for a sum for the
tractive personality, Df. Brown made istic of various types of people, the construction of one new building and
this prosaic subject not only instruct- mocking of all woodland sounds, and the conversion of Sheldon Hall into
ive but interesting.
the reading of several of his poems. a dormitory.
He" said that it was one of those Sarett created out of the imaginaThe new building is to be arranged
things which are so commonplace tions of the audience colorful set- for class-rooms, offices, and a gymnasjum with a swimming pool in the
that people simply take it for grant- tings and thrilling pl.tures.
The ^gymnasium and
ed. And many are intlined to view The creed of the woodland crea- basement.
it only as an unpleasant subject. tures, to live simply and grow quietly swimming pool are expected to be
Dr. Brown's object was to try to give and steadily as God intended, is to ready by next September, and the
the students a different view of work; Lew Sarett the all-important one, whole building will probably be comto make them look at i"t from all ang- which, if followed by all people, pleted by Christmas.
les and "try to find something in it would lead to peaceful and happy- After remodeling, Sheldon Hall
to commend it."
living. For what is all the strife will have about fifty-three rooms, acDr. Brown developed his subject and "hurry and bustle" of the human commodation for 100 students. This
by asking three questions about work race? Look at the calm, lofty moun- building will also probably be ready
1884 to 1926
and answering them as much as he tains, thousands of years old. They for occupancy by the second of the
:HOARL CLUB PRESENTS
could.
But as he said, "Each person look down upon the human race, one 1926-27 term.
NEW IDEA
Miss Lyons has recently furnished must answer them for himself. "
The rapid development of the
generation living a few years and
the Breeze with some interesting maHis first question was "What are then passing out of existence, and school makes it necessary for a
Music and feasts are well known terial in the form of 1884 and 1897 the real fundamental principles of wonder what it gets out of life. Why s'ight increase in fees, to be effective
erms individually but an entirely newspapers. All of these are N. Y. work?" Since "all play and no work, not-w-,„
next.»«—
year.
Boardwill
willUTTbe
^*
••
waiu
look at the nuu
wise iiirtjCBUL
majesticIllOUnnioun- beginning
i*w mixture hits h*an arranged by papers, the IMi un* b*ing tba Troy at» woll at »H> work audAkYplay make tains, love them, learn them, and fol- tw<"nty-'ive dollars instead of twentyhe Choral Club.
Tuesday night, edition of the Sunday Telegram pub- Jack a djill boy." work is inevitable. low their simple creed?
What is ^'ee> and a fee on physical educalarch 30, in Sheldon Hall there will lished in Albany N. Y. and each of Everyone must do some work there- ten years of rest after sixty years of tlon wil1 amo"nt to about two dol•e a program given, "A Music Feast. " the other two (1897) the "latest edi- fore every one, particularly college ceaseless labor accumulating money lars a °.uarter.
'his represents the past quarter's tion of The Troy Daily News. "
The growth of the school is further
students and future teachers, should when compared with life spent in the
.ork of the members of the Choral
These papers arc much like the '.earn two great lessons, to put first simple pleasures which are closer to shown in the fact that for the first
lub. Costumes of all descriptions newspapers of today, having the things first, and to do the things nature—the home and the out-of- time the registration has this year
/ill pass in review and add to the name of the paper, the date, number they don't want to do.
passed the seven hundred mark.
doors? Thus reasons Mr. Sarett.
ovelty and variety of the program. of pages, Volume and Number at the
Two other fundamentals of work Though part of his lecture was
Everyone is cordially invited to come top of the front page.
The paper are that there is no end to it, and serious, Mr. Sarett was to fine a
MR. ABBOTT
o this program. A stiver offering published in 1894 has well ballanced that work and drudgery are entirely speaker to leave out humor.
His
/ill be taken.
Mr. Allan Abbott of Teachers Colheadlines in big type on the front different things.
Each one must bodily and vocal imitations of the
page. Beneath the big topics and keep on working and teach others animals and birds of the forrests and lege, Columbia University, was in
on all other pages one finds articles how to work.
"No one has any mountains, his unlimited store of Harrisonburg", March 18, to confer
WELL AGAIN
with small type used for headlines business being a leader if he can't jokes, and the unexpected turn taken with the English department at the
but there is nearly always a subhead, follow for we cannot lead until we by some of his remarks, delighted college. Harrisonburg is one of the
Dr. Charles Huffman, of the Eng- even to the most insignificant piece
seven teachers colleges Columbia has
learn the lesson of fellowship," said everyone.
sh department, who has been ill of news. One sees in this paper a colDr. Brown. Not only must one "fol- From the moment" the poet appear- selected to do co-operative work in
or several weeks is now well and umn with an interesting title. LATE
low with good grace but he must be ed on the platform in a unique cos- English, the purpose being to organleeting his classes again.
WASHINGTON GOSSIP; and upon willing to work;" he must "eat it up. " tume, the striking part of which was ize a body of material in which there
reading finds that it is a summary of
If one's work is drudgery, it is be- a red flannel shirt and blue and red is an opportunity for the student to
till" hqiNMinixHI iak 4 1. .- •
the
happenings in that city.r
cause
of the way he looks at it. Dr. striped socks, until the end of the become familiar with the professionTHE KEY
needs of a teacher. Mr. Conrad
Brown
said, "We'd never get any- encore, the audience was enthral ed. ialltlran
The papers of 1897 differ more
,A „,f ,.the ~
.. ' ~"nr<lu
L< an ho
head
En llsh de
We Lew Sarett hhas
«
L~l„
™„
.K.
K«1
*
\
°
&
P«<widely from present day papers. thing done without routine.
a surely won the hearts
ne night I saw a star fall—a trail of The first column to the left on the must have it to get otir work done."
ment here, has recently been at a
of
Harrisonburg
people
and
H.
T.
C.
golden light
conference at Columbia.
Then Dr. Brown asked, "What is students.
front page is filled with advertisepathway through the heavens—it
the goal we are
ments, exactly the width of a regular
aiming at?" Each
lighted up the night,
Miss Gertrude Lovell, former resiooluynn. In fact none of the adver-'must decide for himself but everyhe. splendor of the evening made me
PRACTICE HOUSE GIRLS dent nurse at H. T. C, is spending
tisements are more than a column in one should have a goal to work tothrill anew with life
a short time with Miss Furlow. Miss
Different people will have
width.
Beside the column is an ward.
wondered at all combat, at hate, at article with headlines in big type, differen t goals—marriage, social,
Lovell was the big sister of last
Five
Seniors
and
one
Junior
have
Struggling strife.
the only one of that kind in the pa- political or professional success
started on their career as "practice year's Freshman class, the present
but
they
must
be
kept
in
the
right
per. The other headlines are very
house girls." They began their dut- wearers of the green and white.
seemed to understand it—the glory small, but for each article there is a place. There is a bigger goal each ies as housekeepers, maids, cooks, The Sophs were so glad to have their
of it all.
one should have in his life. "How and such immediately upon their re- big sister back for a visit on Wedconcise summary at the beginning.
waa strange I had not noticed the
In these papers are columns headed much can I give to the lives of those turn from the holiday. Since Mrs. nesday that they gathered in the
distance one may fall
WANTS, TO LET, FOR SALE, who come to me from day to day?" Moody was unable to return at the gym after dinner for a little jubilee
dance of rejoicing.
knew that I had fallen and resolved
AMUSEMENTS, and PROPOSALS, Some teachers have never gotten this beginning of the quarter Ruby Walto start anew
vision
and
they
should
not
be
teachton is in charge of the practice
the last being only a list of new conhad my life before me there was
house.
VACATION
tracts which have been suggested. ing for they are too egocentric.
much that I should do.
There
must
be
some
kind
of
meaInstead of OBITUARY there is read
The girls who are there now •fe,
sure to gauge success byi.so*the last
"Mother!" with a scream Mary ElU that awing word DIED.
question was "What kind of stand- Virginia Wiley, Nancy Mosher, Mar- len took a flying leap, landing in her
is human to be happy—we never
Some advertisements appear which
ard are you going to set up to mea- ian Travis, Ina Forrester, Ruth Kirk- mother's arms and planting a cupid's
count the cost
are not seen these days. Typical of sure your success?"
Money, pull, patrick, and Marie Davis.
'e never ease the weary or help the
bow kiss all askew on her mouth.
these are BICYCLE SHOES and
and high office are often used, but,
low or lost,
"Are you glad to see me? I'm so
BOURHON AND RYE WHISKIES. as Dr. Brown illustrated by the life
it nature has to show us through
glad to be home! Pinch me quick,
Because
the
Spring
days
are
Though the ideas expressed in these and work of David Livingston, they
the beauty of her ways
Mother, I'm afraid I'm dreaming.
come at last with their tardy
papers are much more conservative are not a final measure of success.
lat by helping our companions true
No, don't, if I were to wake up and
sun-sets,
and
because
the
study
than those in the papers of today, "His life was a success because he
contentment fills our days.
find it all a dream 1 know I'd cry.
yet the printed newspapers of today had learned that he lives most who gong does not ring forth until
Where
is Daddy? Where's the rest
7J30
even
Freshmen
now
have
the
show clearly the strong influence of serves best."
of the
Mary
you're happy, then I'm happy, and the paper of yesterday.
privilege of taking short walks |i—
•— family?"
v****"»'
"■ •»■/ Ellen
*»«— raved
«•»■«•
Dr. Brown said, "Work can be- .or going down tQWJl_aiter din""• stopping only because her breath
my heart's full and I'm glad
CVOtTA out.
rtl.t
gave
-e accomplished what I started,
Dr. Frank P. Bachman, of the come a wonderful opportunity if we
think
of
the
other
fellow."
In
his
though I used each tool I had
Mother laughed, hugged her close
General Educational Board of New
The privilege of a 7 30 study
it a smile in any language means York City, was in Harrisonburg dur- essay on work, Ruskin says that so
and told her to calm herself.
!
hour
is
automatically
granted
to
much work is misplaced and so much
the same if glad and free
"Everyone is well and anxious to
ing the past week and visited the
the
classes
at
the
beginning
of
s the lock to lasting friendship and College. He attended the Convoca- energy wasted which cduld be utilizsee you, Mary Ellen. Ever so many
the Spring Quarter.
ed if efforts were redirected. "He
a loving heart's the key.
of your friends have asked about
tion Exercises on Wednesday.
(Continued to page 3 Column 2.) |*
(Continued to Page 2, Column 4.)
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Page Two
CUTTING CAMPUS

WOOD-B WISDOM

"You can't eat your cake and have
it too" is an adage as old as the years
are long.
This might well be ap
plied to the problem of cutting campus.
We cannot have 'a beautiful
green campus and take short cuts to
our destinations at the same time.
If we are in too big a hurry or are
too lazy to walk on the walks, we
shall have to forfeit attractive
grounds.
Perhaps with the temptations to
cut campus, will come the consoling
thought that Just one girl cannot
hurt the appearance of the campus
by taking a short cut.
However,
many girls may have the same idea,
and the consequence is plainIt
stands to reason that if something
like six hundred girls constantly
walk across the campus at a certain
spot, in a short time a well beaten
path will be visible. In the pioneer
days, trails blazed across the wilderness to keep the adventurers from becoming hopelessly lost.
There is
not much danger, though, of a girl
becoming lost on the campus, so she
is without excuse for wearing a path
across it.
One is not surprised at seeing little
paths beaten up and down a hillside
on which cattle graze, but he hardly
expects to see them on the campus
of a women's college. Bear in mind
that outsiders sometimes judge a
school by its outward appearance.
Remember that the constant dropping of water will wear away a stone,
and when you feel the desire to step
off the walk and take a short cut,
just multiply your steps by six hundred and see what damage you might
do.
When you have done all this,
change your mind and "gtiide your
feet along the walk."

1 wrote a pome
It did not take.
I'll write another—
For old time's sake!
Some people say the path to graduation is rocky but we slide back so
we fear it is glass.
A Chinese school Is not the only place we know of where studying out
loud is the practise.
After seeing thirteen people looking over their glasses and thirty-nine
looking under theirs we wonder if they are ornaments.
We may think that Spring, like dawn, breaks, but a shower or two convinces Us that it falls.
If we had the key to situation, we wouldn't meet such dead-locks.
The first time we are really disillusioned is when we eat the core of an
apple.
We suppose that sometime during the career of every frog he considers
taking voice.

TOM SAYS:
I've seen so^many girls yawning 'round this week I think
we've all got the sleepin" disease.

On his tour of the district, a school
inspector came before a class of girls
He wrote upon the blackboard,
DoTTs Persinger
—- f^'or
"LXXXX". Then, peering over the
Hilda Blue _.
Assistant Editor
rims of his spectacles at a good-lo^R
Kathryn Pace
Assistant Editor
ing girl in the first r$w, he said:
Ethel Davis
Assistant Editor
Katharyn Sebrell . Business Manager
"I'd like you to tell me what that
Ruth Wright . Ass't. Business Myr.
means."
Lucy Gilliam — Ass't. Business Mgr.
(Continued from Page 1, Column 5.) reached school she sat on her bed
Reporters
"Love and kisses," the girl replied. you but I hope you're going to visit and dreamed of Ted, Billy, Buzz and
the rest of the crowd back home.
Elizabeth Mason
Mildred Reynolds
me a little while this time."
Nancy Mosher
Mary Fray
The young wife was troubled,
Finally
the Sandman called and she
Brr-r-r— the telephone interrupted
Hazel Mercer
Virginia Bluunt
crawled sleepily into bed to sieep
"Dearest" she asked, "do you know
brazenly.
Lottie Cundiff
Edna Bonney
that you haven't kissed me for three
Mary G. Smith
Nina Fray
"I'll answer" said Mary Ellen. dtvamlessiy until morning.
It was noon the next day before
Helen Walker
Virginia Harvey
weeks?'*
]
••Hello—oh! hello Billy—Sure—came
Mary
Ellen really came out of her
Sarah Elizabeth Thompson
"Good heavens!" cried the absent- in just a few moments ago.
Yep,
daze.
minded professor.
"Then whom got here earlier than I expected to—
"Pinch me, Kitty," she said to her
have 1 been kissing?"
Party tonight? Where?—©ress up
FRIENDS FOR LITTLE
roommate. "I think I'ye been dreamaffair?—Will I go?—Don't be silly—
SISTERS
Fond Parent: • "I understand the Of course I'll go—yes, with you, ing and I'want to be sure I'm awake
faculty is very unuch pleased with Goosey.
Rights, see you about now. That trip home was too short
Those girls who have stayed at H.
and sweet to be real.
But twon't
your work. "
eight-thirty then."
T. C. for any length of time always
M
long
until
June!"
Click! went the receiver.
Mary
Sonny: "Yes, they encored my senlook upon each succeeding quarter as
Ellen whirled from the phone, eyes
ior year."
a new beginning in every phase of
shining, cheeks radiant. "Mummy, FAMOUS CHARACTERS IN
work, and so at the beginning there
there's a dance tonight and I'm goBride
(consulting
cookbook)—"Oh,
FICTION
is always a spirit of enthusiasm
ing
with Billy. 'Has he a bank acMy!
That
cake
is
burning,
and
I
can't
(sometimes lasting and sometimes
count, yes, he has a bank account
take it out for five minutes yet."
otherwise) and a general desire to
Becky Sharp in Thackeray's "Vanthat cert'—say Mummy can you help
make good.
ity Fair." Becky was clever, but she
Two young women were lunching me get my dress ready?" And with
The new girls among us especially,
used her cleverness in the wrong
a swift peck at her mother's cheek
together.
feel this newness' and undergo the
way.
She was attractive, but she
same feelings and emotions we ex"There goes George Smith," said Mary Ellen 'charlestoned' up the used her attractiveness to gain her
stairs, hat box* in hand.
perienced when we were "new girls. "
the first, "what a flatterer he is!"
own ends. She was thrifty in some
And so it is up to us to help banish
Once in her own room she pulled things, but she was only thrifty, with
"Why?" asketi the second girl.
clothes from the hat box in joyous necessities, when she wanted non-esthis feeling and make the first few
"Did he say you were pretty?"
days among the most pleasant spent
"No," the first answered. "He said abandon flinging a dress here, a pair sential things. She gave everything;
here. Make them feel at home and
of hose there, a slipper yonder. her husbands love, her self-respect,
you were."
Soon she emerged, flushed but drag- her reputation, her child's love, her
welcome.
BUGBEARS OF A STUDENT
For they are welcome, and the
The man "Two eggs poarched med- ging trumphantly from the box a friends, all for social position. She
WAITRESS'S LIFE
school is as much theirs as it is ours!
ium soft, buttered toast, not too hard, shimmering blue and silver dress.
did anything just to be received by
Let us add these thirty three new
"I'm going to wear this, Mummy, nobility. She did not care what she
coffee, not too much cream in it."
Silver to polish, table cloths to turn
members to>our family and truly live
the lace is pulled loose here. Can't had to do to gain money and jewels.
The waiter "Yes sir, Would you
or change, soup and cocoa to serve.
up to our duty as "big sisters."
yon mend it fqr me?"
MM ,
Site tixik-Ahetn from anyone and in
like any special "design on the dishAD my life*Thursday willte associatOf
course
Mummy
did
and
Mary anyway.
She used Amelia only as
es?"
ed with soup and cocoa, Friday with
Ellen danced that night to her heart's a stepping stone to higher things.
PRIDE ON THE CAMPUS silver to polish, and Saturday with
"Say, don't ya know it's against the content, and the utter misery of her She was deceitful and artful.
She
table cqvers to change or turn. My law to throw things in the resevoir?" feet.
played innocent when she was as guilNow that spring has arrived, it is weeks are merely two Thursdays, two
Saturday it was one telephone call ty as anyone could be. She was a
"Oh, officer, it's just bath salts. We
necessary that we think more of the Fridays, and two Saturdays. Sunday
after
another. In the morning Mary typical social climber. Women toappearance of the College in general. is merely an extremely pleasant only have a shower at home."
Ellen tried t o help her mother a day employ means, almost as bad as
During the winter, when everything dream.
Soup alone is enough to
little but the nagging little phone Becky's, to gain social supremacy.
is dead and dark, there is less use for contend with, but soup and cocoa are "We'll be friends to the end"
kept her from accomplishing much. Possibly that is the reason that
our being careful of the general ap- heart-breaking. All day I dread the "Lend me ten dollars."
In the afternoon Mary Ellen went to Becky is so memorable.
pearance of the buildings and cam- meals, and even at night I cannot es- "That's the end."
town with several friends and did
Porgy in DuBose Heyard's "Porgy. "
pus, but when spring arrives and the cape.
My dreams are filled with
not come back until dark.
Of Porgy is the personification of all the
Ligt—Mah man has the easiest job
campus is fresh and green* we must visions of truck loads of silver to
course she had to swallow her sup- "gulla" negroes characteristics. He
I
consider these conditions.
Hence, polish, thousands of table cloths to in town.
per whole and rush to get ready for shows how a negro will take the law
Jane—What do your man do?
be careful where you throw your put upon countless tables, and tanks
her date.
Sunday was the same in his own hands, but will never
trash and do not allow paper and and caldrons of soup and cocoa.
Ligt—Oh, he is tester down at the way.
One call after another, a tell on another negro to the white
other trash to spoil the beauty of the When I possess a home of my own. mattress factory.
house full of laughing, dancing, boys people. He shows how deep in even
college.
Keep the buildings and I shall never have either soup nor coand girls all the time.
a self-secluded negro there is the
grounds clean and notice the differ- coa. Of course I cannot say I*will
Prof: What are the five senses?
All too soon Mary Ellen had to power of love.
He is transfigured
J
ence that it will make. When you never change table covers, or polish
Fresh icy Nickels.
pack for the return to "the nunnery" by it. He gives all of his earnings
have paper or other waste to dispose silver, for that would be absurd, but
as she called school. Mother came for the one he loves. He shows how
of, be considerate and do not throw 1 shall take a separate day to do each,
Mother—Why is your face so red? in to help and the two talked as they morality has not been properly develit on the grounds or in the buildings. and when the task is finished I shall
worked.
Daughter—Cause—
oped in the negro. He is unmoral
Dispose of it properly and do not al- celebrate by doing the most outrage"Mary
Ellen,
you've
had
so
much
rather than immoral, because he has
Mother—Cause
what?
low it to mar the appearance of the ous act I can think of at the time.
company
and
been
out
so
much
that
not yet reached the stage of developcollege.
Daughter—Cos—metics.
Sometimes I wonder if there are
I don't feel like I've seen you at all." ment where morality plays a part.
any cold days in Heaven on which
"But, Mummy, I'm so sorry we He shows the natural uncleanliness
Now—Why do you call your Ford
FEMININE TONGUES
they could serve these two monstrosihaven't had time to visit.
The of the negro. He shows how he will
"opportunity?"
ties. 1 wonder "if they have tables
gang just rushed me to death. I'll lie for another negro, even though
Then—Because opportunity knocks
Women usually stiffen up when to eat from, and if the angels use
have to talk to you next time."
that negro is his enemy. Porgy is
any mention is made of the length silver.
If I'm good enough to go
"That will be June, dear. No, if indeed the embodiment of all the
Prof: Why weren't you in class toof the feminine tongue.
Now we there when I die, I shall stop at the
you can I'll let you come home once negro's characteristics.
day?
have no desire to cause any paralysis gate, and ask the angel Gabriel what
rmore before your school is over."
Mr. Crispin, Sr.; in Walpole's
Stude: 1 have an excuse sir.
and in fact we wish to make it plain their bill of fare consists of on Thurs"Mummy, you darling," and moth- "The Portrait of a Man With Red
Prof:
Yes,
I
saw
her
and
she's
a
that we are referring to no anatomi- days. If he says, "Frankfurters and
er found herself almost smothered in Hair." What makes me remember
cal parts. It's the length and breadth potato salad," 1 shall go my way re- mighty poor one.
a bear hug from her impulsive daugh- Mr. Crispin most of all is his dual
of conversation.
joicing, but, oh horrors, if he answers
ter.
personality and his desire to inflict
A woman got on a trolly car and
Some people talk long and hard, "Soup and cocoa," I shall immediateFrom outside came the honking of physical pain. His artful and clever
finding
that
she
had
no
change
handbut that's not so bad.
But those ly turn around and march back to
an automobile horn.
ways of getting people to his home
ed the conductor a ten-dollar bill.
who talk long, hard, and so broadly the earth or the lower regions.
Down the steps went Mary Ellen and then.the way in which he talks
"I'm
sorry,"
she
said,
"but
I
haven't
that no one can "get in a word edge
and flinging the front door open cail to them, telling them his desire to
a nickel."
ways" are blocking traffic if they are
ed "Come on in Ted, I'll be ready test their strength to stand pain, are
CHANGES GALORE
not breaking a social law. The worst
"Don't worry, lady," said the con- in a few minutes."
unusual. By his magnetic personalis yet to come.
ductor, "You'll have just 199 of 'em
Mother fastened Mary Ellen's hat ity he draws people to him.
He
Rushin' 'round, hurrying to and in a minute."
There are even those who talk so
box, gathered up hat box, hat, coat claims that before he can trust a
fro,
trying
to
do
everything
at
once,
long, hard, and broadly that, even if
Ex.
and pocket book and carried them person or be friends with one he
some one has by a hard fight secured so the girls find their time taken up
down stairs. In less time than it must know he can stand pain. But
—
the right to vocalize, they rush up at present either with moving or
Bill—"May I have a date with you takes to tell, Mary' Ellen had kissed he is finally overcome by the strength
and begin at such a height that the helping others to move. There are this evening?"
Mother goodbye and Ted was helping aided by anger of a man more powerpoor conqueror is vanquished. '
girls living here, who want to live
her into his car.
Bernice—"Oh! I'll be tickled."
ful than he.
And we all happen to be women.
there, and find they can't go to either
From the corner Mary Ellen
Bill—"I'm
not
that
kind
of
a
boy.
"
Marise Crittenden i n Dorothy
place.
Then, too, they want this
waved a gay goodbye and soon was
Easter is coming—just watch- the girl and not that one. (They usualCan field Fisher's "The Brimming
Ex.
lost to sight.
flowers come too.
Cup. "
ly get someone-else and are just as
Well, I guess she's had a good
well satisfied in the end.)
She—"Did you see my black-faced time, bless her," sighed Mother "but
The understanding way in which
Let's try and remember that we
When the girls are moved they antelope?"
have a little work to do these days.
I would have liked to talk to her Marise met the problems of her
children, her husband, Mr. Willes,
generally wish themselves back where
He—"No, whom did your black- more.
Don't forget the Music Feast that they came from. And so life goes! faced aunt elope with?"
Later that night when Mary Ellen Vincent, her aunt, and herself is
is Coming.
(Continued to Page 3, Column 4.)
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(Continued from Page 1, Column 3.)
taught us to hold in loving reverence
great men and their works, poor men
and their works, and God and His
works."
GUESTS
ON
THE
CAMPUS
"Even though it may seem worth
■
nothing, we can do no more than folElizabeth Mathony o f Monterey low Carlyle when he says, 'Produce,
.vas the guest of Virginia Matheny. produce, even if it is the pitifullest
Harriet Hillary of Staunton visited product,'" said Dr. Brown.
Jlaire Lay.
Sarah Patton had W. D. MiddleOUT FROM UNDER THE
:on as her guest. „ .
Henry McKinley, was the guest of
TOP
"ranees Campbell.
Robert ' Lawrence visited Vena
There are tops and then there are
Jpchurch.
tops. There are tops of automobiles
Claire Lay had as her guest Lawand so forth. Imagine, if you1 can, a
on Addington and Hiler Atkins.
car spinning merrily along aided by
Wilibur Dudley visited Comena a serene sky, a good road and a hapvlattox.
py couple.
Suddenly there came a gentle gust
WEEK-END VISITS
of wind, just teasingly cute.
It
plucked tenderly at the sides and
Since so many of- the girls went top of the car. Laughingly, gleefullome this week-end, or to someone V the dear little blast grasped the
■lse's home, there wouldn't be space top of the car and the couple found
nough to print all their names, so themselves spinning merrily, draghis is just to say that quite a few ging their top behind them.
pent last week-end away from Colege.

PERSONALS

HOLLOW DAYS

FACULTY VACATIONS
•Several members of the Faculty
ook advantage of the Spring Vacaion. Miss Boje spent the week end
n Washington, D. C., Dr. Weems
isited in Roanoke, Miss Hoffman
/ent to her home in Woodstock, and
liss Hudson went to her home al
.uray.

Seems to me that the holidays are
mispelded. The hollow days are the
days after we get back from our vacations when things "ain't what they
had orter be."
Now holidays are
hollow days. Days when life seems
dry as dust and just as tasteless.
So regular days are better than holidays. And much more interesting!!!
(?)
HHHHH

NEWSPAPER NEWS
"The girls of Japan are growing
taller. And when the present generation of young girls reach maturity many of them may be inches
taller than their parents."
The government of Japan now requires the schools to use desks and
the students to sit on chairs. Heretofore the national habit was sitting
on the floor which made the Japanese short from the waist down.
Classes in gymnastics have been
introduced into the schools for both
boys and girls.

Page Three
(Continued from Page 1, Column 5.)
enough to make her memorable.
Her way in which she introduces a
love of the aesthetic to the town's
people was kind to ntrulf and to
them. She made ma feel as if life
is full always^-mayl* with little
things and maybe With big things—
but it is full at doubts, sorrows, loves
and happiness.
Ann Veronica in H. G. Wells,
"Ann Veronica."
Ann Veronica is so radical that I
will always remember her.
She
stands for the extreme in the Women's Rights Movement. She stands
for the extreme in Unconventional
behavior. She stands for the forceful emancipation of youth. She does
not especially appeal to me, but 1
think I shall always remember her
for her free thinking.

EXCITEMENT

Friday, the 19th, was an exciting
day at H. T. C. but it was not the
13th. as many may have supposed it
was.
Busses, hatbags, coats, and hats,
and incidentally examinations combined to furnish the topics for conversation.
The examinations were
"Page Ulysses, the rambling Greek
important only in the time of their
of the classic past."
Dr. E. K.
meeting and the amonut of time reParker, a San Francisco Sportsman,
quired to skim the "questions."
has set out to find the ancient city
At 11:30, girls rushed to their last
of Troy. Dr. Parker believes that
examinations wondering if they could
the ruins of Troy are in Scotland,
possibly get away in time to get the
YOUTH TO AGE
not Asia Minor. Ulysses adventures
bus they had planned to ride in.
according to his ideas, were along Where are the thrills of yesterday?
In one class Dr. Gifford was time
the coast of Caledonia, Scotland.
Raindrops upon the window beat,
keeper and prompted the girls several
"This is in direct contradiction to I sit alone—my thouhts return
times to make sure that no one missthe theory held by many historians To joys that made youth sweet.
ed the bus. The 17 questions were
that Troy was situated on the shores Where are the loves of yesteryear.
dashed off in as many minutes and
of Asia Minor, in the eastern Medi- The loves that made life fait1?
the girls were off to the circle.
terranean.
But alas! those inevitable permisA lonely life has deadened pains
sions were the subject of discussion
And left age there.
"Cuba has come forward as the
The winds arc wailing thru the wood when they finally reached the bus at
first member of the. World Court to
12:29. Girls who did not have speThe clouds are dark ind low,
accept the American reservations to
cial permission would have to go on
Age, left beside a feeble flame
the protocol."
the regular bus. In some cases, a
Departs, none see her go.
search was made for general permisCuba's acceptance was brought
The raindrops beat upon the roof,
sions for going home.
Those who
about through the efforts of Senor
The sunshine sparkles through,
were not lucky enough to have these
Don Rafael Sanchez Aballi the CubYouth is reborn and joy returns,
permissions went on the late bus but
an Ambassador at Washington, who
Behind the grey is blue.
they had the laugh on the others as
is in Cuba at this time and is trying
as they reached their destination
to bring about close cooperation be- So through the cycle of the years
ahead of the special bus.
tween the United States and his Gay youth replaces age
country.
""II
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All the Newest Styles

P

Of course, you get 10 per cent Discount

"Find evidences of an art which
perished 3,100 B. C.
Discovery of
O Ji Fifth Avenue Shop at Your Door
prehistoric mounds which may cover
the lost city of Opis, long sought by
early Greek geographer, was anWe are showing a complete line of coats, dresses
nounced in a report received from
Professor Stephen, Langdon, leader
of the Field Museum Oxford Mesopand hats. 10 per cent discount on every purchase.
oranican expedition by D. C. Davies, director of tho museum."
!*• '■■•- -Seethe new colored slickers at $5.M.
Arabs have found specimens of
painted pottery near Kish in the
*
Biblical plain of Shinar,
After a
##****
study
of
the
inscriptions
on
the
pot"Paw, where does ink come from?"
Poet: Are you the man who cut my
Young Wife; "This is cottage pudtery
and
clay
tablets
Professor
Lang"From incubators, my son.
Now hair last time?
ding,
dear. I made it myself."
don is of the opinion that these ruins
un out and play with the boys."
Barber: I don't think so, sir. I've
Hubby; "I know it. I can taste the
are the site of the "lost Opis."
only been here six months.—Gaiety.
If If If wwvwvwwwwwvwinnpwwwwwi
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plaster and wall paper."
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"Regards America as an art cenCentral Drug Co.
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tre."
Cecil Reginald Grundy, an
Trejur, Djerkiss, Armand's and
COLLEGE SHOP
WALTER TROBAUGH'S
|
English authority of art, believes
Hudnufs Three Flower Double
ELECTRIC SHOP
Your nearest s'ore
that the purchases of valuable pieces
Compacts.
Perfumes, Toilet
The Home of things
Welcomes you, when thirsty,
of
art in England by the American
Articles and Stationery.
Electrical
*
is
extremely
beneficial
to
England.
hungry, or tired
MMMMMWM. MlgMJ*J«M|fMWl|lfl|WWWWMM
nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnmii
102 South Main Street %
It
leads
the
British
to
an
appreciation
• iMjjyu
mi
rawinniinni
of their art teasures.
Tommy: "Mushrooms always grow
Adam (proposing):; "Why do you
I damp places, don't they, dad?"
"The attempt some years ago of P.
Dora: "There goes Flossie. They
keep me in suspense? Is there an- T. Barnum to buy Shakespeare's say she's engaged to young Nelson.
Dad: "Yes, sonny. "
Tommy: "Is that why they look other man?"
house at Stratford-on-Avon and move I wonder what the outcome will be?"
Eve: "That's what I want to know. it across the Atlantic," said Mr.
ke umbrellas, dad?"
Daphne: "It's not the outcomej she's
Grundy,
"did
more
than
anything
interested
in, it's the income!"
•*#♦#*#*#*»##*###♦###*#♦#*
else to stimulate English public inKODAKS AND KODAK | j terest in the preservation of their
archaeological buildings."
When preparing your in20 North Mam Street, Harrisonburg, Va.

Ralph',

I go at last, my day is past,
Life turns the weary page.
For youth is gay and age is long,
The spring for me has gone.
I tarry here awaiting now
The end alone.

H
O

S JOS. NEY & SONS

FILMS
QUALITY DEVELOPING
AND PRINTING
New Spring Sports Accessories j

OTT DRUG CO.

AT

THE REXAL STORE

THE VENDA
♦###?
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Mistress: "Why don't you bring in
picthe the plum pudding, Jane?"
boy Jane (exultingly): "We couldn't
pic- get the brandy to light, mum; but it's
all right now, we poured a little
jre?"
Small voice in the rear: "Sure 'Sit kerosene over it." —Boston Transcript.
own, you're rocking the boat.'"
Teacher (showing the class a
jre of Washington crossing
elaware): "Now, can,any little
r girl tell me the name of this

i
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MEET YOUR FRIENDS
AT

CANDYLAND

Instruments for recording the weather, thermometers and barometers,
are well known to the average person. But the earliest of these, the
thermometer, dates back to 1730,
which makes it a practically new device.
For a record of weather conditions
farther back, experts used the grape
harvests.
A good grape harvest
shows that the summer was warm
and dry.
Records similar to this
have been kept in France for nearly
400 years.
Another good evidence is afforded
by the giant trees of California.
These trees have distinct rings showing the annual growth and the width
of each ring shows whether the year
was favorable or not.

NOTHIN*
Nobody's married—
Nothin' new—;^_-_Breeze Staff hardly
Knows what to do.
So much space
An' nothin' 'tall
To fill it with—
This is all

between lunches remember

LINEWEAVER'S BROS.
Sta-Klene Store
« East Market St.

"What's a college professor?"
"He's the person who gets what
money is left after the coaches are
paid off. "—Denver Clarion.

Visit
PIGGLY WIGGLY
For the Good Things
Necessary for That
Meal in Your Room
Teacher: "Ikey, explain the meaning of the words derail and detract."
Ikey: De rail is de t'ing dat ven
dere js two off dem, makes de tract."

BECK'S
FOR
Health's Sake
EAT
SALLY ANN BREAD
made in the
Sltenandoah ValleyNature's Picture Land
We Feed It
HHHH

Jesse—"How much are you worth?"
James—"One thousand dollars in
New Mexico."
Jesse—"How's that?"
James—"That's what the sheriff
offers for my return."

"Pa," said a newspaper man's'son,
"1 know why editors call themselves
'we.'"
"Why?"
"So's the man that doesn't like the
article will think there are too many
for him to lick."

»*4HHHHHHHHHHHHH

SHOES THAT ARE RIGHT
FOR COLLEGE GIRLS
We have just received a new line of
AUTUMN SHOES FOR WOMEN
Colonial pumps in Blonde and Spike heels. Black Satin
with Spike and Box heels. Patent Leather pumps with
Spike or Boxed heels.
We are also showing a wonderful line of Fall and Winter
Pumps at $4.95.
B. NEY & SONS
Opposite Post Office

■ ■ ~"'f
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THE SECRET OF THE
LITTLE RED HOUSE
(VIRGINIA EDWARDS)
Part I
"Hello, Kent. What are you, doing over here at the station so early?
Come to meet your sister too?"
"Good-morning, Bob. I'd say you
look some sleepy. Yes, I've come to
meet Constance and her roommate
who is coming to stay with us for a
while."
"Oh yes, I suppose that' is the girl
Edith mentioned in orte of her letters. Sh« said she was Coming home
with Constance. Her name is Phylis
Adair—from Kentucky. That her?
"Yes, she's the one.
Her father
and mother were killed last year in
a railroad wreck.
She hasn't any
real home to go to; only her aunt's
home.
She had planned to go to
Europe to study art, 1 believe, but
when Constance and Edith asked her
to come out here she was delighted.
Said she had always wanted to visit
in West Virginia and wouldn't miss
the chance for anything. She is going to wait and go abroad later.
Constance has been rooming with
her ever since she has been going to
Glen Eden to school. "
"Goodness," yawned Bob, "I wish
that train would come. I sure would
like to get back home in time to get
a nap before going to work. ■ I can't
imagine why those girls had to come
on that five-ten train anyhow. Getting folks.up here before daylight to
meet them.
How about it, Kent?
1 guess you had to get up even earlier
than I since you had to come about
ten miles from Lake Rulfoot."
*******#*******##*********
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Watches, Diamonds, Silverware, and Novelty
Jewelry
Special Attention Given to
Repair Work

$
i
*
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"It Is" a bit hard on a working fellow, sure enough. Well, here comes
your wish. Bob. "
With a clanging of bells and a
grinding of brakes the train stopped
in the small Newbern station. There
on the platform of a sleeper stood
three young girls" dressed in trim
traveling suits and carrying handbags almost covered with college
stickers. The stickers were not necessary to show that they were college
girls, however, for nothing but girls
returning home from college could
have such joy in their faces.
Two
days before they had left good old
Glen Eden College in Connetticut.
How long those days seemed.
Constance was the first to see the
boys and without a backward look
she jumped from the train into
Kent's arms.
"Oh, Kent," she cried, "I never was
so glad to get back. And you are
such a dear to be right here on time.
1 knew you would."
Then turning to Bob whom Edith
had around the" neck, she gave him
her hand. "Bob White," she laughed, "how good to see you. And here
is my roommate, Phylis Adair. Phylis this is Edith's brother, Bob, better known as 'Bob White.' This is
my brother, Kent, the best old dear
in the world."
There is no wonder that Kent's
heart missed a beat when he looked
at Phylis.
She was a true "Kentucky Belle." Yes, she was pretty,
thought Kent.
But he knew that
he had seen girls before that were
even prettier than she, but somehow,
. Well, he didn't know what
it was. He guessed it was those big
brown eyes.
She wore a golden
brown traveling suit with a snug fitting little hat to match. She had
somehow managed to keep exceedingly fresh and neat looking for one
traveling on a train. She came forward with an outstretched hand and
Her cheeks were flushed
a smile.
-1
**************************

D. C. DEVIER & SONS j

Expert Operators

AH Branches *

"On the Square"

|

Valley Beauty Shoppe *

H. T. C. RINGS AND PINS

I

Phone 574

Sipe Building *

*
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Poetic Salesman (gazing into eye
Izzy: "What's -the difference beof pretty but dumb stenographer) tween ammonia and pneumonia?"
"What is it when our souls go back
Dizzy:' "Search me."
—and back—and back?"
Izzy: "Why, ammonia comes in botP. D. S.: "That's fallen arches." tles and pneumonia comes in chests. "
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Take Your Snoes to
FOLEY'S SHOE HOSPITAL
We don't cobble your
shoes. With forty-five
years experience, we can
make new shoes out of your
old ones.

Prompt Attention Given to
Mail Orders.

*
*

A Trial Will Convince You
117 East Market St.

Old Pictures Copied
and Enlarged
Oil and Pastelle Colors

|

HESS & ROLAND
STUDIO
Open Day and Night
Miller Ney Building 18 Main St.

*
X
*
*
*
j

Phone 418-W

8 hour Kodak Service
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Husband: "I feel as though I were
"How much are your rooms?"
going to have appendicitis."
"Two dollars up to seven."
Wifio: "Well, I need a new gown,
"How much are they at six in the
so you'll just have to wait."
morning?"

****************************************************^

SPECIAL MUSIC
at

I

THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

{

Court Square

On The Way To Jerusalem -.,
The Palms
...
A
Men's Chorus

-

Maunder
Favre

*.

— Maunder

P. M.
Selections From "Olivet to Calvary"
'Twas Night O'er Lonely Olivet
A New Commandment
Mr. A. K. Fletcher
March to Calvary
FRIDAY, APRIL 2nd.
SERVICE PREPARATORY FOR COMMUNION
Inflammatus (Stabat Mater)
.
Mrs. J. F. Blackburn and Choir.

Rossini

You are cordially invited to attend these services.
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with a color as delicate as the rose and. and—My, but 1 am glad to see changed to delicate hues until there
tints in the morning sky.
Kent you. and to get back to this dear old was only a pink glow in the west.
Phylis, this is my mother. N6 one could' describe it, few could
noticed the Little golden curls which home.
had escaped from their imprison- Mother wasn't Phylis just lovely to paint it.
"How lovely, how perfectly lovely,"
come home with me?
I knew you
ment under her hat.
breathed
Phylis, when the last colors
would
be
just
as
crazy
to
have
her
as
"Well," said Constance, "the soonhad faded.
"How 1 wish I could
er 1 get home the better ,1 will like I."
"You know, my darling, 1 always paint a picture of such a sunset."
it.
Come on, Kent, where is the
"Yes, it was beautiful," replied
car? Good-by Edith and Bob. Come love to have your .friends to come
Kent.
But he really wanted to add,
here. But come girls, you must be
out to see us real soon."
"Not
nearly
so beautiful as you." He
awfully
tired
and
hungry.
Riding
"How is mother, Kent?" asked Constance When they were on their way on a train is so trying on one, espe-' came to himself with a start. What
cially in such warm weather. Go to was he thinking? Surely he had not
home in Kent's car.
"Mother seems to be feeling better your rooms and get some of that coal fallen in love with this girl. He had
than she has for a long time, Con- dust washed off and by that time I' sworn that he wou'd never marry—
stance. She was asleep, of course, think we shall be ready for break- at laast while he was—No, np, it was
an unheard of thing. He could not,
when I left; but she will surely be up fast. "
Soon Constance and Phylis came he must not even think of it. He
when we get back. She is some anxious to sec you, sis, and so glad you down to the breakfast room where would not fall in love with her. But
arc bringing Phylis home with you. Mrs. Nelson and Kent waited for what was to keep him from it?
(To be continued)
Mother says she will be so much com- them. They both looked very fresh
pany for you. You see, Phylis, we and lovely in their linen dresses.
MEANYOU
live on the lake out here and no one Constance was .wearing a deep blue
lives very near us. We have to go the same shade of her eyes, while
to town when we get very lonely. Phylis was just as becomingly dress- June is coming
So don't despair
However, 1 like it much better than ed in rose\ which was the shade of
town and hope you will like it too." the delicate color in her cheeks. You're homesick now
But spring's in the air.
"1 haven't a doubt but that I'll Her lovely golden hair had been
brushed
until'each
little
wave
reflectlike it, just fine.
1 love the country. You see I have always lived in ed the rays of light that fell upon it. There's promise of fun
And the campus bells call
All too soon the first beautiful day
the country myselif; about eight miles
at "Lake.Rulfoot," came to an end. From the rooms or the. pool
from town."
To our old Blue Stone Hall.
Phylis leaned back against the It had been a happy day indeed for
comfortable cushions of the roads- the two girls home from college and
ter. She wondered what Constance's a happier one still for Mrs. Nelson There's work to be done
Don't shirk it a bit
home really was like. She remem- who sat in a comfortable chair in the
bered that she never had heard her girls' bedroom and watched them un- You think you've hard luck.
But don't say you'll quit.
friend say much about her home and pack their trunks and listened to
their
gay
chatter
about
their
colshe was certain Constance had never
shown her a picture of it, or even of lege life that year and the happy Just think of the time
It's fleeting, you see
i
her mother. It was all so strange ending of it with the commencement
when she thought about it; but she which was was "their commence- And June's surely coming
To v MI and to me.
never questioned her. friend about ment. "
From
a
hill
top
at
the
edge
of
the
her family as she never seemed to
wish to talk much about it. Any- lake Phylis, Constance, and Kent ****************#<HHHHHHHM»
how she had seen Kent and she liked watched the sun sink down behind
It went
him all right. He was so jolly and the distant mountains.
Complete Line
nice that one could not help liking down in the midst of a radiancy of
ELIZABETH
him from the first, besides he was so co'ors. At first the rays were brilliant
red
and
glistening
gold,
but
as|
good looking. He had soft grey eyes
ARDEN
which revealed the kindness in him. the sun sank lower and lower they
Toilet Goods
His shoulders were broad. He was
**************************
of a strong build. His hair and his
*
At
New Spring Hats in all the
complexion were rather dark. But I
*
newest
styles
and
colors
for
$5
there was one thing about him that
Phylis noticed and could not under- * and $5.50. A special loj' worth
stand.
His sudden changes from S twice as much as sold for at
Harrisonburg's Pharmacy
jol'iness and happiness to a melon- J L. H. GARY
72 Court Sq..
*#***********#**#*##******
choly sadness as if there were some ***********##**##***#**#**
great problem weighing upon him
"Where's all your luggage?"
Father—"You will have to slop
puzzled her.
"Lost it. "
Constance, Kent, and Mrs. Nelson going around with Sally. She's tool "What lost all your baggage?
were all there were in the family. wild for you, son.'"
Son-"She's not wild, father. She^1 Wned? _
Constance had told Phylis that her
"Cork came out.
father was dead, that he had died in makes a wonderful pet. "—Ex.
South America where he had gone on
business. She never mentioned him ************************** guur d9iun (dprrespondpitcp
afterwards and Phylis never asked
COLLEGE GIRLS
200*hctt6 lOOfftuiciopea
her any questions.
J Headquarters for Pillows,
Suddenly she came to herself with * Pennants, Stationery, Books and
a start. The car was slowing nn fo * General Supplies. Films devel* oped and printed in 24 hours.
go through a gate. As she looked up j£ Leave them before 5 p. m. and
fc^—
she saw that the gate led into a long * they will be ready following day
GOOD Quality White Bond Paper
with your name and address printlane which wound around and round * at 4:30 p. m.
ed in either black or blue ink. If dea hill.
At the bottom of the hill
sired will substitute 100 folded sheets
for the 200 single sheets.
was a very small but beautiful lake.
*
120 South Main Street
RINKER PRINTING CO.
*
They were bn the west side of the
Box 248
BR1DGEWATER, VA.
"Tlie Comfortable Place
lake and could see the sun just rising
Harrisonburg Agent
*
and as it reflected on the water Phyto Shop"
*
VALLEY BOOK SHOP
lis thought it was the most beautiful
**************************
sight she had ever seen.
Professor: "Who was the greatest
The car made a short turn and
Bo (playing chess): "Guess I'll take
inventor?"
then went up a very steep hill where your queen."
Studenti "An Irishman named Pat
it stopped in the front of a large gray. Zo (absently): "Try and get a date
Pending."
stone house.
June roses climbed with her."—Phoenix.
the lattice on the porch and there
with the dew still on them they *****************************************************
sparkled like diamonds in the early
morning sunlight. Box bushes grew
(1 RATION-WIDE
on each side of the house and roses
and more roses bloomed everywhere.
INSTITUTIONThe fresh morning air was filled with
the sweet fragrance of full-blown
roses.
"Oh," cried Phylis, "how perfectly
beautiful. Like your home? Why,
I already love it. Who wouldn't?
Just these lovely roses themselves
are enough to make it lovely. 1
never saw such lovely ones."
Just then a sweet faced woman
came from the house. Her hair was
grey and the color was faded from
her face but even these marks of age
Scores of the most expert buyers in America have
could not hide the fact that she had
been busy for the past months preparing our stores for
once been beautiful and was still
the demands of this period of the year. Every train now
lovely as the roses which grew about
is bringing in the results of their work. The large purher.
chases we make to supply our 676 stores have secured
Uttering a cry of joy, Constance
ran into the outstretched arms of
you many savings.
her mother.
"Oh, mother dear,"
she said between the kisses she bestowed on her mother's hair and
cheeks. "Mother you look so lovely
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WILLIAMSON'S

$100

I VALLEY BOOK SHOP j
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The Newer Things
In Apparel

Harrisonburg's Busiest Store
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